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Aside from the fingerprint scanner embedded in the side-mounted button and a slightly improved camera (on paper ... re here to find out, in our Sony Xperia Z5 Premium review.
Sony Xperia Z5 Premium review: a 4K display to brag about
this phone packs the features of the full-size Z5 into a much smaller body with a 4.6-inch HD screen. Key specs include a 23-megapixel camera, Snapdragon 810 chip, and waterproof design.
Sony Xperia Z5 Compact
I looked at the Sony and Cannon but I have ... With my DSLR cameras I found myself almost always shooting in Aperture mode, since it has arrived I have been using the Z5 in manual mode almost ...
Nikon Z5 Full Frame Mirrorless Camera Body - Refurbished by Nikon U.S.A.
I looked at the Sony and Cannon but I have ... With my DSLR cameras I found myself almost always shooting in Aperture mode, since it has arrived I have been using the Z5 in manual mode almost ...
About Nikon Z5 Refurbished
Sony retired the Xperia Z collection ... There are a ton of scene modes in the camera app, when really we could just do with a true full featured manual mode, an easier way to force an HDR shot ...
Sony Xperia X Performance review: Streamlined at a cost…
As much as we wish Sony found a way of shrinking lenses with no loss in quality, that’s not what the Xperia Pro does. Instead, this niche flagship smartphone combines premium 5G mobile specs with ...
Sony Xperia Pro as a video monitor and streaming tool: your questions answered
In this article, we’ll compare the Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra vs Sony Xperia 1 III. The Galaxy S21 Ultra has been available for quite some time now, while ...
Phone Comparisons: Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra vs Sony Xperia 1 III
There aren't many cameras as expensive either, though. (Pocket-lint) - When Sony announced the A1 in 2020 ... which we set to adjust the aperture in Manual mode, but you can set as you please ...
Sony A1 review: One camera to rule them all
Can the camera on the Sony Xperia 1 III beat the Galaxy S21 Ultra? We compare the zoom capabilities, low-light photos and video recording in a detailed camera ...
Sony Xperia 1 III vs Galaxy S21 Ultra: Camera Comparison
Sony is back at it again and despite the ever dropping sales results, it's even got a few smartphone firsts for us. The Xperia 1 III, the latest ...
Sony Xperia 1 III review
Like the Sony Xperia Pro, you can use the Xperia 1 III as an external monitor for a dedicated camera. It doesn't offer ... filmmaker in me If you are into manual controls or taking a more ...
Sony Xperia 1 III review: It could have been magnificent
That’s great news for first-time camera buyers and longtime shooters. Adorama has an excellent selection of camera gear that has been discounted up to $500. You’ll find savings on top-of-the-line gear ...
Best 4th of July Sales: Extended Deals on Camera Gear from Adorama
The camera also has super and fine autofocus, dual card slots, and an impressive IBIS system. Nikon and Sony are two of the ... Z6 II, Z7, Z6, Z5, and Z50. The novel updates are expected to ...
Global Mirrorless Camera Market Report 2021 Featuring Samsung, Sony, Canon, Nikon, Olympus, Panasonic, Fujifilm, Leica Camera, Pentax, Kodak
The Sony Xperia 1 III 5G was unveiled in April along with Sony Xperia 5 III, and the phone went up for pre-order in the US on July 1.
Sony Xperia 1 III 5G Goes Up For Pre-Order In The US, See Specs & Price
The Prime Day camera lens deals are now over for another year, with the shopping event closing its shutters on some impressive cut-price glass for both DSLRs and mirrorless cameras. Camera lenses ...
Best Prime Day camera lens deals 2021: the biggest price cuts we saw this year
Samsung has been increasing its focus on its camera unit by raising investment into the imaging unit. The company is planning on launching new image sensors as well, which would enable it to better ...
Samsung to launch new sensors to better rival Sony in the camera market: Report
and a dedicated video camera app that Sony calls “Cinema Pro”. That Cinema Pro app is aimed at serious photographers – it offers granular controls over filming, including manual ISO ...
Sony Xperia 1 III review: 4K 120Hz OLED screen, camera shutter button and stereo speakers impress, but price is high for what it is
Sony today announced pricing and availability for its all-new flagship consumer-focused smartphone, the Xperia 1 III. Initially unveiled back in April, the Sony Xperia 1 III includes several new ...
Sony unveils flagship Xperia 1 III smartphone: triple cameras, 4 focal lengths, a variable telephoto lens, dual PDAF sensor & more
It comes with 2GB of RAM. The Sony Xperia Z5 Compact runs Android 5.1 and is powered by a 2700mAh non-removable battery. As far as the cameras are concerned, the Sony Xperia Z5 Compact on the rear ...
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